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• Security Industry

• Close Personal Protection

• Personal Safety & Self Defence

• Law Enforcement Training

• First Aid Courses
Ask about our counter-terrorism & covert operations courses

Brought to you by Foenix Protection Services & KAPAP Academy Victoria

Officially Authorised KAPAP Academy LLC Training Centre

KAPAP Academy was founded by Albert Timen who served 
in one of Israel’s elite Counter Terror units. After years of 
constant research in this field, he and other Instructors 
have modified, upgraded and systemized one of the most 
advanced Reality Based Self Defence and Personal Protection 
programs to fit the legal aspects of lawful Self-defence, as 
well as becoming accepted by Law Enforcement, Military, and 
Security operators worldwide.

Leading Security Service & Training Organisation

With over 30 years of hard work and dedication in the 
security industry, we are on our way to being recognised 
as one of the leading providers of corporate protective 
security personnel and Corporate and Private Sector 

Security Training, in Australasia and globally.

KAPAP ACADEMY is staffed by former official Israeli military, former 
police instructors and consultants with years of hands-on experience 
in Counter Terrorism, Security and Defence strategies for Personal 
Protection. 
Utilising an all combat concepts system dedicated to research, study 
and management of Self Defence & Personal protection. 
We provide training with one single overwhelming objective - 
Survival by Training to Win. Offering the most practical, intense & 
realistic training available. What you learn from KAPAP ACADEMY 
could save your life, or the lives of others.  

We have achieved this with a culture of continuous improvement, and adapting to the needs 

and stringent requirements of the security industry and the consumer and the increasingly 
dangerous world around us. Add a focus on customer service and client satisfaction, and 
you’ll start to see why we have such a large clientbase of loyal return customers. 

Offering security services across the spectrum, specialising in Corporate VIP training, Close 

Personal Protection & Security Consultancy. No job is too big or too small, whether it’s a one 
off event requiring security consultancy and bodyguards or regular patrols to secure your 
small business.
With offices in Melbourne and New York, and satellite offices across the world, Foenix will 
change the way you look at security.
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Law Enforcement

Counter-Ambush Tactics for Patrol officers

Designed to provide patrol officers with lifesaving self-defence tactics when dealing with an 
armed criminal/terrorist
The scenarios drilled replicate real life threatening incidents encountered in the line of duty.

The course focuses on lessons learnt from recent armed confrontations, mobile ambush of 
police/military and mobile counter ambush tactics, defence tactics against deadly threats in and 
around vehicles, and deployment of the police rile/firearms from a vehicle.

Course Topics

• Officer ambush/assault: Review and case study
• Anatomy of an ambush
• Pre assault indicators
• Survival Mindset: Mental preparedness to avoid the freeze
• Counter-ambush/counter- assault tactics
• Close quarter shooting tactics
• Driving out of the ambush: Vehicle or foot- to cover/ no cover
• Tactics in and out of the vehicle
• Secondary threats: Shooter, IED’s
• Vehicle Counter ambush scenarios

All our training is adaptable and can be varied depending on the particulars and desired 
outcomes of the law enforcement, defence and security requirements.

Whether we are working at state level or federal, within law enforcement or defence 
departments the training provided will meet the outcomes we set out to achieve.

OUR TACTICAL SHOOTING METHODS:

The Israeli tactical shooting method is based on actual and practical performance. As it been 

developed and upgraded over years of experience, the Israeli shooting method has distinct 
advantages that has been proving itself highly effective time after time.
The guiding principle of the Israeli shooting method is to quickly neutralize the threat in the 
simplest and most instinctive way possible.

Self-Host or Come to us
Our classes and courses can be held onsite at your premises, or you can utilise 
our facilities.

Flexible, Convenient, Customisable
Classes can be customised to meet the needs of your business, or specific 
learning requirements.

Training Features of all courses

To achieve its high effectiveness, the 
Israeli tactical shooting method integrates 
aggressiveness, determination, speed and 
accuracy. Stress factor is also introduced into 
our training regimen in order to accustom 
trainees to the typical pressures associated 
with actual events.

It has become the preferred choice of many 
professional agencies around the world, due 
to its simplicity, based on the instinctive 
reaction to stimulus which occurs under 
stress.

Our courses of Instruction will take you 
step-by-step to achieve superior handgun 
and long skills for rapid reaction to fluid 
conditions. 

We are dedicated to presenting 
professional firearms training programs 
and tactical concepts that will prepare Law 
Enforcement officers, First responders and 
armed professionals to win deadly force 
confrontations by providing advanced 
Tactical Training and customized Anti-
terrorism practical solutions

Our firearms instructors are highly trained and recognised. Our Instructors team has a history of 
successful instruction, and consultation in Anti and Counter-Terrorism, Close Combat CQB and 
Tactical Firearms Training. Our unit of instructors and lecturers bring years of accumulated field 
and instructional experience.
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Law Enforcement

Active Shooter Response tactics for officers

Active shooter incidents are becoming more prevalent in law enforcement and the need to train 
officers in how to respond has become a vital part of law enforcement training.
This course is designed to give the officer the knowledge and skills needed as a first responding 
officer to an active shooter incident.
The scenarios drilled replicate rea active shooter incidents encountered in the line of duty.

Course Topics

• Introduction to Active shooter incidents
• Approach to entry tactics
• The single operator
• Simultaneous multiple entry tactics
• Development of patrol response team
• Corridors, stairwells, hallways
• Tactical room entry and clearing

• Rapid structure clearing  
(Individual & Team)

• IED’s identification
• Dealing with low and adverse  

light conditions
• Tactical simulation drills  

(dry & live fire)

Officer Survival Law Enforcement Training

This intensive officer survival course engages law enforcement officers in realistic scenarios 
designed to enhance the decision making and physical skills required during unforeseen violent 
encounters.

The course focuses on the fundamentals of close range Combatives, tactical pistol and skills and 
aims to teach students how to prepare for, survive and succeed in lethal encounters

Course Topics

• Threat assessment
• Pre Assault indicators
• Relative positioning: gaining position of 

advantage
• Interview stances: Field interview, low 

ready, high ready
• The winning mind: Survival mindset
• Use of force continuum
• Low threat and high threat situational 

behaviour

• Fundamentals of close quarter 
Combatives

• Braces contact: Weapon retention 
(Holstered/ Non holstered)

• Edged weapon awareness: controls and 
defences

• Contact and cover tactics
• Low light drills
• Ground fundamentals: Avoidance and 

escapes
• Integrated live fire scenarios

Security IndustryCourses

Close Personal Protection Intensive CPP Defensive Course

Our Close Protection Training program encompasses practical, theory, and hands-on VIP 
Protection training courses hosted by Security experts and designed by former military and law 
enforcement officials.

This course is ideal for new individuals to the bodyguard industry, or existing agents looking to 
refresh & polish skills, and anyone who desires to make themselves more marketable in the new 
global economy.

The course offers excellent instruction into the professional side of close Protection work.

Operators will learn:
• Security planning
• VIP and escort techniques for mobile and on-foot operations 
• Communication methods
• Navigation, evasive and driving maneuvers 
• Appropriate and effective reaction to threats
• Covert protection

The course may be customized to focus on domestic and/or international arenas.
The course includes real world problems, scenarios, and solutions based on hands-on 
experience and lessons learned while active in the industry. 
Our goal is to create a field of highly trained professionals in the field close personal protection 
and body guarding. We pay special attention to the training and assessment of trainees with the 
ultimate purpose of sound training in the subject of security officers. 

Also ideal as foundation for other courses such as hand-cuff & baton, firearms training & 
qualification, and hand-to-hand combat.

Contact us for a more complete list of the courses offered.
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Security IndustryCourses

Reactive Pistol Training Course              (for Armed Security Officers) 
(Open to licensed security operators and gun permit holders only)

A fast-paced, reactive handgun course, instilling the proper attitude, mindset and confidence to 
safely handle and effectively use a firearm under stressful situations with split second decision 
making during a deadly force encounter.

Upgrading individual skills and reactive proficiencies with the pistol. Operators will learn a 
unique weapons technique that will result in superior handgun skills and rapid reaction to fluid 
conditions.

Responder Training for the Security Operator (for Armed Security Officers)
2-Day Active-shooter Preparedness Training Course
Including theoretical, tactical and hands-on practical learning.  The purpose of this course is to 
provide the proper tools for Security operators that may be on scene and act as first responders.

The training includes presentations and simulations, responding to active shooters on varying 
levels, and tactical intervention consisting of physical exercises and stress inoculation training 
aimed for reality.

Operators will learn:
• Understanding evolving and emerging threats

Operators will learn:

• Universal firearms safety rules
• Cooper’s colour codes
• Understanding the OODA loop
• The science of reactive shooting
• Foundation of weapons manipulation
• The 360 shooting platform

• Active shooter indicators and trends
• Prevention & physical security – 

Vulnerability assessment awareness
• Protective profiling
• Mindset, aggression & determination drills
• Tactics & strategy for engaging armed 

• One & two handed shooting drills
• Speed draw & reactive shooting
• Threat focused training concepts
• Close contact firing positions
• Adverse light conditions shooting drills
• Integrated reactive shooting scenarios

suspect
• Takedowns – Controlling & restraining an attacker
• Defences against gun/rifle
• Realistic attack scenario development profiling

Security Industry

Proactive Security Threat Assessment  
& Predictive Profiling Workshop   2-Day Intensive Workshop

Predictive profiling is a method of threat assessment designed to predict and categorize the 
potential for criminal and/or terrorist methods of operation based on an observed behavior, 
information, a situation and/or objects. Only the operational profile (not racial or statistical) is used 
as the basis for identifying suspicion indicators.

This method is applicable to securing virtually any environment and to meeting any set of security 
requirements. In predictive profiling, one uses only the operational profile (not racial or statistical 
profile) of a terrorist or criminal as the basis for identifying suspicion indicators in a protected 
environment.

Students first learn about the nature of the threat itself.  They then explore those populations and 
profiles most likely to be vulnerable to recruitment, or motivated to act. Lastly, students are given 
tools to identify and assess who can be a potential threat and how to deal with the situation.

Operators will learn:
Day One
• Introduction to the Seminar 

• The Nature of the Terrorist Threat – 
Participant will learn of the guiding principles for planning and executing a terrorist attack.

• Means of Aggression – Participant will learn about bomb configurations as well as concealment 
methods of means of aggression.

• Adversary’s Workshop – Participants will develop terrorist methods of operations through a 
red teaming table top exercise. Groups will present the terrorist methods of operations that 
they developed as a group. This exercise will be used to predict probable terrorist methods of 
operations and subsequent suspicion indicators.

• Suicide Bombers – Methods of operations and the mitigation procedures used to thwart and 
prevent suicide terrorism

Day Two
• Proactive Threat Assessment – Participants will learn about the Predictive Profiling methodology 

and how to utilize it in threat assessments of people, objects and situations.
• Principles of Security System Testing & The cyclic Security Engineering Process – Participant 

will learn how to plan and implement Security System Testing drills and the effectiveness of 
a test for keeping the security system threat oriented. Participant will learn how to engineer 
predictive profiling into security operations in an effective manner.

• The Physiology of Threat Assessment and Decision Making – This module covers the 
physiological elements that influence decision making of the adversary and the questioning 
officer.

• Principles of Questioning – intelligence driven questioning, security questioning & interrogation. 
The differences in approaches.

• General Principles of Security Questioning – This module discusses the general principles for 
effective security questioning and some of the suspicion indicators associated with individuals 
being questioned.

Enhanced Security Guard Training Programme  (for Security Armed Guard cert 3 holders)
(Open to licensed security operators and gun permit holders only)

We can offer an enhanced security guard training programme which is intended to support and 
complement the existing security training and counter-terrorism efforts. 
Providing training & education designed to:
• Improve observation, detection and report-writing skills
• Improve coordination with local police and emergency services
• Provide and improve skills in working with advanced security methods, tactics, strategies including 

hostile surveillance detection, and armed response emergency procedures.
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Self Defence / KAPAPCourses & Classes

KAPAP    Self Defence Classes

Intensive hand-to-hand combat/self-defence education, reality-based with live scenarios.
Build your defensive skills in a fast-paced active environment.

KAPAP Impact   Self Defence Fitness Classes

A regular fitness and self defence class teaching you to use your own body, abilities and 
environment to defend yourself in a fun fitness-building environment.

KAPAP Academy Instructor Instructor Certification for KAPAP

Love KAPAP and want to teach? The KAPAP Academy Instructor certification program course help 
you develop the additional knowledge, skills and techniques needed to organise and open an 
authorised KAPAP Academy School, and teach the world-class courses & workshops based on 
the KAPAP Academy curriculum.

KAPAP Academy Victoria
is an 

Officially Authorised  
KAPAP Academy LLC  

Training Centre.

www.kapapacademy.com

First AidCourses & Classes

First Aid Custom on-site First-Aid courses

Through our partnership with Jeroki we can offer customised first-aid courses for your group 
or workplace. Nationally recognised certificates from issued by official registered training 
organisation (RTO 91222). Cost effective & convenient.

Available Certificates:

Provide CPR - HLTAID001
• This accredited course covers the skills required to perform CPR in line with ARC (Australian 

Resuscitation Council) guidelines, including the use of an automated external defibrillator 
(AED or defib machine).

Provide First Aid - HLTAID003  This course equates to the old Level 2 First Aid Certification.
• This accredited course covers the skills required to perform CPR in line with ARC guidelines, 

including the use of an automated external defibrillator (AED or defib machine). 
• Other skills learnt on completions of this course include recognition and treatment of various 

medical and trauma conditions, so that you will be able to respond to an emergency with the 
goal of saving a life, reducing pain and injury until qualified medical help takes over.

Provide a First Aid Response in an Education and Care Setting - HLTAID004
• This accredited course covers the skills required to perform CPR in line with ARC guidelines, 

including the use of an automated external defibrillator (AED or defib machine). 
• Other skills learnt on completions of this course include recognition and treatment of various 

medical and trauma conditions tailored to babies, toddlers and children, so that you will be 
able to respond to an emergency with the goal of saving a life, reducing pain and injury until 
qualified medical help takes over.

• This course also covers asthma and anaphylaxis and is recognized by ACECQA and the 
Department for Education and Training.
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